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Abstract. A resonance search has been made in the D∗± p∓ invariant-mass spectrum with the ZEUS detector
at HERA using an integrated luminosity of 126 pb−1 . The decay channels D∗+ → D0 πs+ → (K − π + )πs+
and D∗+ → D0 πs+ → (K − π + π + π − )πs+ (and the corresponding antiparticle decays) were used to identify
D∗± mesons. No resonance structure was observed in the D∗± p∓ mass spectrum from more than 60 000
reconstructed D∗± mesons. The results are not compatible with a report of the H1 Collaboration of a
charmed pentaquark, Θc0 .

1 Introduction
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The observation of a narrow strange baryonic state decaying to K + n or Ks0 p has been reported by several experiments [1–9]. This state has both baryon number and
strangeness of +1. Thus the resonance cannot be composed of three quarks but could be explained as a bound
state of ﬁve quarks: Θ+ = uudds̄. Evidence for two other
pentaquark states with strangeness of −2 has also been
reported recently [10]. Although no strange pentaquark
production has been observed in some searches [11,12], the
existence of Θ+ is supported by recent results obtained in
ep collisions at HERA [13]. Several QCD models are able
to explain the nature of the strange pentaquarks [14–18].
The expected properties of charmed pentaquark states
have been discussed in the literature [15,19–27]. The lightest charmed pentaquark would be Θc0 = uuddc̄. In predictions based on the diquark-diquark-antiquark model of
Jaﬀe and Wilzcek [15], the mass of Θc0 is typically below
the sum of the masses of the D− meson and proton. In
this case, Θc0 should decay weakly to, e.g., Θ+ π − . Predictions utilising the diquark-triquark model of Karliner and
Lipkin [23] suggest a heavier Θc0 decaying dominantly to
D− p. If the mass of the Θc0 were suﬃciently large, it could
also decay to D∗− p; there is a possibility that this decay
mode is dominant [28].
The observation of a narrow charmed baryonic resonance decaying to D∗± p∓ has recently been reported by
the H1 Collaboration [29]. A peak containing 50.6 ± 11.2
events was observed in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) with
Information Technology, grant no. 112/E-356/SPUB/DESY/P03/DZ 116/2003-2005 and 1 P03B 065 27
q
supported by FNRS and its associated funds (IISN and
FRIA) and by an Inter-University Attraction Poles Programme
subsidised by the Belgian Federal Science Policy Oﬃce
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exchanged photon virtuality Q2 > 1 GeV2 at a mass of
3099 ± 3(stat.) ± 5(syst.) MeV and with a Gaussian width
of 12±3(stat.) MeV, compatible with the experimental resolution. A signal with compatible mass and width was also
observed in photoproduction (Q2  1 GeV2 ). The observed
resonance was claimed to contribute roughly 1% to the total
D∗± production rate in the kinematic region studied.
This paper presents results of a search for narrow states
in the D∗± p∓ decay channel in e± p collisions at HERA
using the ZEUS detector.

2 Experimental set-up
The analysis was performed with the data taken by the
ZEUS Collaboration from 1995 to 2000. In this period,
HERA collided electrons or positrons1 with energy Ee =
27.5 GeV and protons with energy Ep = 820 GeV (19951997) or Ep = 920 GeV (1998-2000). The data used in
this analysis correspond to an integrated luminosity of
126.5 ± 2.4 pb−1 .
A detailed description of the ZEUS detector can be
found elsewhere [30]. A brief outline of the components
most relevant to this analysis is given below.
Charged particles are tracked in the central tracking detector (CTD) [31–33], which operates in a magnetic ﬁeld of
1.43 T provided by a thin superconducting solenoid. The
CTD consists of 72 cylindrical drift chamber layers, organized in nine superlayers covering the polar-angle2 region 15◦ < θ < 164◦ . The transverse-momentum resolution
for full-length tracks is σ(pT )/pT = 0.0058pT ⊕ 0.0065 ⊕
0.0014/pT , with pT in GeV. To estimate the energy loss
per unit length, dE/dx, of particles in the CTD [34, 35],
the truncated mean of the anode-wire pulse heights was
calculated, which removes the lowest 10% and at least the
highest 30% depending on the number of saturated hits.
The measured dE/dx values were corrected by normalising
to the dE/dx peak position for tracks around the region of
minimum ionisation for pions, 0.3 < p < 0.4 GeV. Henceforth dE/dx is quoted in units of minimum ionising particles (mips). The resolution of the dE/dx measurement for
full-length tracks is about 9%.
The high-resolution uranium–scintillator calorimeter
(CAL) [36–39] consists of three parts: the forward (FCAL),
the barrel (BCAL) and the rear (RCAL) calorimeters. Each
part is subdivided transversely into towers and longitudinally into one electromagnetic section (EMC) and either
one (in RCAL) or two (in BCAL and FCAL) hadronic sections (HAC). The smallest subdivision of the calorimeter
is called a cell. The CAL energy resolutions, as measured
√
under test-beam conditions, are
√ σ(E)/E = 0.18/ E for
electrons and σ(E)/E = 0.35/ E for hadrons, with E in
1

From now on, the word “electron” is used as a generic term
for electrons and positrons.
2
The ZEUS coordinate system is a right-handed Cartesian
system, with the Z axis pointing in the proton beam direction,
referred to as the “forward direction”, and the X axis pointing
left towards the centre of HERA. The coordinate origin is at
the nominal interaction point.
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GeV. The position of electrons scattered with a small angle
with respect to the electron beam direction was measured
using the small-angle rear tracking detector (SRTD) [40].
The luminosity was determined from the rate of the
bremsstrahlung process ep → eγp, where the photon was
measured with a lead–scintillator calorimeter [41–43] located at Z = −107 m.

3 Event simulation
Monte Carlo (MC) samples of charm and beauty events
were produced with the Pythia 6.156 [44] and Rapgap
2.0818 [45] event generators. The generation included direct photon processes, in which the photon couples directly to a parton in the proton, and resolved photon processes, where the photon acts as a source of partons, one
of which participates in the hard scattering process. The
CTEQ5L [46] and GRV LO [47] parameterisations were
used for the proton and photon structure functions, respectively. The Lund string model [48] as implemented
in Jetset [44] was used for hadronisation. The Bowler
modiﬁcation [49] of the LUND symmetric fragmentation
function [50] was used for the charm and bottom quark
fragmentation. The charm and bottom quark masses were
set to the values 1.5 GeV and 4.75 GeV, respectively. All
processes were generated in proportion to the predicted
MC cross sections. The combined sample of the Pythia
events, generated with Q2 < 0.6 GeV2 , and the Rapgap
events, generated with Q2 > 0.6 GeV2 , was used as the
inclusive D∗± MC sample after reweighting the D∗± transverse momentum, pT (D∗± ), and pseudorapidity, η(D∗± ),
distributions to describe the data.
To generate the Θc0 , the mass of a neutral charmed
baryon in the Jetset particle table was set to 3.099 GeV
[29], its width was set to zero and the decay channel was
set to D∗− p. The Θc0 samples produced with the Pythia
and Rapgap generators were combined in the same way as
described in the previous paragraph. Since the production
mechanism of the Θc0 is unknown, the simulated pT (Θc0 )
and η(Θc0 ) distributions were reweighted to the pT (D∗± )
and η(D∗± ) distributions of the inclusive D∗± MC which
describes the data.
The generated events were passed through a full simulation of the detector using Geant 3.13 [51] and processed
with the same reconstruction program as used for the data.

4 Event selection and reconstruction
of D ∗± mesons
The D∗± (2010) mesons were identiﬁed using the two decay channels
D∗+ → D0 πs+ → (K − π + )πs+ ,

(1)

D∗+ → D0 πs+ → (K − π + π + π − )πs+ .

(2)

Charge-conjugate processes are included. The πs particle from the D∗± decay is referred to as the “soft pion”
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because it is constrained to have limited momentum by the
small mass diﬀerence between the D∗+ and D0 .
Events from both photoproduction [52] and DIS [53,54]
were selected online with a three-level trigger [30, 55]. At
the third level, where the full event information was available, the nominal D∗ trigger branch required the presence
of a reconstructed D∗ -meson candidate and, for DIS, a
scattered-electron candidate. The eﬃciency of the online
D∗ reconstruction, determined relative to the eﬃciency of
the oﬄine D∗ reconstruction using an inclusive DIS trigger and a photoproduction dijet trigger, was above 95%
for most of the data-taking period. Events missed by the
nominal D∗ trigger but selected with some other trigger
branch were also used in this analysis.
In the oﬄine analysis, only events with |Zvertex | <
50 cm, where Zvertex is the primary vertex position determined from the CTD tracks, were used. For each event,
a search for the scattered electron from the pattern of energy deposits in the CAL [56] was performed. If a scatteredelectron candidate was found, the following criteria were
imposed to select DIS events:
– the scattered electron energy above 8 GeV;
– the impact point of the scattered electron on the RCAL
outside the (X, Y ) region (24cm, 12cm) centered on the
beamline;
– 40 < E − PZ < 65 GeV, where E − PZ = Σi (E − PZ )i
and the sum runs over a combination of charged tracks,
as measured in the CTD, and energy clusters measured
in the CAL [57];
– y < 0.95, where y is the fraction of the electron energy
transferred to the proton in its rest frame. For this
cut, y was calculated from the energy and angle of the
scattered electron;
– Q2 > 1 GeV2 , using measurements of the energy and
angle of the scattered electron.
All events which failed the DIS selection were assigned to
the photoproduction sample. Monte Carlo studies showed
that 98% of the DIS sample consisted of events with true
Q2 > 1 GeV2 and 95% of the photoproduction sample
consisted of events with true Q2 < 1 GeV2 . The migrations
were taken into account in the correction procedure for
detector eﬀects (Sect. 7).
In each event, charged tracks measured by the CTD
and assigned to the primary event vertex were selected.
The transverse momentum was required to be greater than
0.1 GeV. Each track was required to reach at least the third
superlayer of the CTD. These restrictions ensured both
good track acceptance and good momentum resolution.
Selected tracks were combined to form D0 candidates
assuming the decay channels (1) or (2). For both cases,
D0 candidates were formed by calculating the invariant
mass M (Kπ) or M (Kπππ) for combinations having a total
charge of zero. The soft pion was required to have a charge
opposite to that of the particle taken as a kaon and was
used to form a D∗ candidate having mass M (Kππs ) or
M (Kππππs ). No particle identiﬁcation was used, so kaon
and pion masses were assigned in turn to each track.
To reduce the combinatorial background, the following
transverse momentum requirements were applied to tracks

from the above combinations:
pT (K) > 0.45 GeV, pT (π) > 0.45 GeV, pT (πs ) > 0.1 GeV
for channel (1), and
pT (K) > 0.5 GeV, pT (π) > 0.2 GeV, pT (πs ) > 0.15 GeV
for channel (2). The D∗ candidates were required to have
−1.6 < η(D∗ ) < 1.6, where the CTD acceptance is high.
Also, pT (D∗ ) > 1.35 GeV or pT (D∗ ) > 2.8 GeV for channels (1) or (2), respectively, was required to further reduce
the combinatorial background.
For selected D∗ candidates, consistency of the M (Kπ)
or M (Kπππ) value with the nominal D0 mass was required.
To take account of the mass resolution, the requirement was
1.83 < M (Kπ) < 1.90 GeV,
1.845 < M (Kπππ) < 1.885 GeV
for pT (D∗ ) < 5 GeV,
1.82 < M (Kπ) < 1.91 GeV,
1.835 < M (Kπππ) < 1.895 GeV
for 5 < pT (D∗ ) < 8 GeV, and
1.81 < M (Kπ) < 1.92 GeV,
1.825 < M (Kπππ) < 1.905 GeV
for pT (D∗ ) > 8 GeV.
To suppress the combinatorial background, a cut on the
ratio pT (D∗ )/ETθ>10 was applied, where ETθ>10 is the transverse energy measured in the CAL outside a cone of θ = 10◦
around the forward direction. For DIS events, the energy
assigned to the scattered electron was excluded from the
ETθ>10 calculation. The cut value was pT (D∗ )/ETθ>10 > 0.12
and pT (D∗ )/ETθ>10 > 0.2 for channels (1) and (2), respectively. Monte Carlo studies showed that this cut removed
a signiﬁcant fraction of the background whilst preserving
most of the D∗ mesons produced either inclusively or in
Θc0 decays.
The mass diﬀerence ∆M = M (Kππs ) − M (Kπ) for
channel (1) or ∆M = M (Kππππs ) − M (Kπππ) for channel (2) was evaluated for all remaining D∗ candidates.
Figures 1a and 1b show the mass-diﬀerence distributions
for channels (1) and (2), respectively. In Figs. 1c and 1d, the
mass-diﬀerence distributions are shown for DIS events with
Q2 > 1 GeV2 . Peaks at the nominal value of M (D∗+ ) −
M (D0 ) are evident. For channel (2), the same tracks can
produce two D0 candidates due to an ambiguity in the kaon
and pion mass assignment to tracks with the same charge.
Such candidates produce diﬀerent M (Kπππ) values and
almost identical ∆M values. To exclude double counting,
both combinations of the same tracks which passed all cuts,
including the M (Kπππ) requirement, were included with
a weight 1/2.
To determine the background under the peak, wrongcharge combinations were used. For both channels (1) and
(2), these are deﬁned as combinations with total charge
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To improve the signal-to-background ratio, only D∗
candidates with 0.144 < ∆M < 0.147 GeV for channel
(1) and 0.1445 < ∆M < 0.1465 GeV for channel (2) were
kept for the charmed pentaquark search. After background
subtraction, signals of 42680 ± 350 D∗± mesons in channel
(1) and 19900 ± 250 D∗ mesons in channel (2) were found
in the above ∆M ranges. In DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 , the
numbers of reconstructed D∗ mesons were 8680 ± 130 in
channel (1) and 4830 ± 120 in channel (2), whereas for
Q2 < 1 GeV2 34000 ± 330 and 15070 ± 220 D∗ mesons
were found in channels (1) and (2), respectively.
The relative acceptance for D∗ mesons originating
from the Θc0 and D∗ mesons produced inclusively,
0
AΘc (D∗ )/Ainc (D∗ ), was calculated using the Θc0 and the
inclusive D∗ MC samples. The values of this relative acceptance were 85% and 87% for the samples with D∗ reconstructed in the decay channels (1) and (2), respectively.

2000
2000

5 Selection of proton candidates
and D ∗ p invariant mass reconstruction
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Fig. 1. The distribution of the mass diﬀerence, ∆M , (dots) for
a D∗± → (Kπ)πs candidates in the full data sample, b D∗± →
(Kπππ)πs candidates in the full data sample, c D∗± → (Kπ)πs
candidates in DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 and d D∗± → (Kπππ)πs
candidates in DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 . The histograms show the
∆M distributions for wrong charge combinations. Only D∗±
candidates from the shaded bands were used for the charmed
pentaquark search

±2 for the D0 candidate and total charge ±1 for the D∗
candidate. The histograms in Fig. 1 show the ∆M distributions for the wrong-charge combinations, normalised to
the distributions of D∗ candidates with the appropriate
charges in the range 0.15 < ∆M < 0.17 GeV for channel
(1) and 0.15 < ∆M < 0.16 GeV for channel (2). The upper
ends of the normalisation ranges correspond to the trigger selections of D∗ candidates in the two decay channels.
For both channels, the same tracks from a wrong-charge
combination can produce two D0 candidates due to an
ambiguity in the kaon and pion mass assignment to tracks
with the same charge. For channel (2), it is also possible
to have three wrong-charge D0 candidates produced by
the same tracks. To exclude double and triple counting,
the multiple combinations of the same tracks which passed
all cuts, including the M (Kπ) or M (Kπππ) requirement,
were included with a weight 1/2 or 1/3 for double or triple
entries, respectively. Monte Carlo studies showed that the
procedure used for the background determination and the
treatment of multiple entries permits the recovery of the
number of true D∗ mesons for both channels (1) and (2).

A charmed pentaquark candidate was formed by combining
a selected D∗ candidate with a track, assumed to be a proton, with pT > 0.15 GeV and a charge opposite to that of
the D∗ . For each charmed pentaquark candidate, the “extended” mass diﬀerence, ∆M ext = M (Kππs p)−M (Kππs )
or ∆M ext = M (Kππππs p)−M (Kππππs ), was calculated.
The invariant mass of the D∗ p system was calculated as
M (D∗ p) = ∆M ext + M (D∗+ )PDG , where M (D∗+ )PDG is
the nominal D∗± mass [58]. The resolution in M (D∗ p) for
M (D∗ p) ∼ 3.1 GeV, where a narrow signal was reported
by the H1 Collaboration [29], was estimated from MC simulations to be 4 MeV.
To reduce pion and kaon backgrounds, the measured
dE/dx values for proton candidates were used. To ensure
good dE/dx resolution, at least eight CTD hits were used.
Figure 2 shows the dE/dx values as a function of momentum, P , for particles which yield a mass M (D∗ p) <
3.6 GeV. The proton bands are clearly seen in the distributions for particles associated with D∗ in both decay
channels. The parameterisation for the expectation value
of dE/dx as a function of P/m was obtained using tagged
protons from Λ0 decays and tagged pions from Ks0 decays.
To construct a χ21 function, the following procedure [59]
was used. For each particle, a χ21 value that estimates the
deviation of the measured dE/dx from the expectation was
calculated as:
χ21 =

[ln(dE/dx) − ln(dE/dx)expected ]2
.
2
σln(dE/dx)

The resolution
√ was parameterised empirically as
σln(dE/dx) = a/ n, where n is the number of hits used for
the dE/dx measurement and a is a constant determined
from the sample of tagged protons. The χ21 probability of
the proton hypothesis, lp , is given by the probability for a
proton to produce the observed or a larger value of χ21 .
The distribution of lp for proton candidates shows a
sharp peak at lp ∼ 0 and becomes relatively ﬂat towards
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Fig. 2. The dE/dx values as a function of momentum, P ,
for particles which yield a mass M (D∗ p) < 3.6 GeV when
combined with a D∗± → (Kπ)πs candidates and b D∗± →
(Kπππ)πs candidates. The lines indicate parameterisations for
the expectation values of dE/dx for pions, kaons and protons

lp ∼ 1. To maximise the ratio of the number of selected
protons to the square root of the number of background
particles, a cut lp > 0.15 was applied.
The acceptance of the proton selection before the requirement on lp , A(p), was calculated using the Θc0 MC to
be 85% and 89% for the samples with D∗ reconstructed in
the decay channels (1) and (2), respectively. The acceptance
A(lp > 0.15) was calculated, using the tagged protons, to
be (85.0 ± 0.1)%. This acceptance, calculated directly from
the data, was insensitive to the proton momenta spectrum.

6 D ∗ p invariant mass distributions
Figure 3a shows the M (D∗ p) distribution3 for D∗ meson
candidates reconstructed in the decay channel (1). No narrow resonance is seen. To suppress the large background
from pion and kaon tracks, the following two selections were
used in addition to the general proton selection described
in Sect. 5:
– low-momentum selection: only tracks with P < 1.35 GeV
and dE/dx > 1.3 mips were used as proton candidates.
These requirements select clean proton samples corresponding to the proton bands separated from the pion
and kaon bands in Fig. 2;
3
The M (D∗ p) distributions, shown in this paper for
M (D∗ p) < 3.6 GeV, were investigated in the full kinematically
allowed range.

ext

3.4

3.5

3.6

∗+

+ M(D )PDG (GeV)

Fig. 3. The distribution of M (D∗ p) = ∆M ext + M (D∗+ )PDG
for charmed pentaquark candidates (dots) obtained with the
full data sample using a all proton candidates, b proton candidates with momentum below 1.35 GeV and dE/dx above
1.3 mips, and c proton candidates with momentum above
2 GeV. The extended mass diﬀerence is deﬁned as ∆M ext =
M (Kππs p) − M (Kππs ) and M (D∗+ )PDG is the nominal D∗+
mass. The histograms show the M (D∗ p) distributions for the
like-sign combinations

– high-momentum selection: only tracks with P > 2 GeV
were used as proton candidates. This selection was suggested by the observation of the H1 Collaboration [29]
that the signal-to-background ratio for charmed pentaquarks improves as the proton momentum increases.
Figures 3b and 3c show the M (D∗ p) distributions for the
low-momentum and high-momentum proton selections, respectively. The selections reveal no narrow resonance.
Figure 4a shows the M (D∗ p) distribution, obtained
with D∗ meson candidates reconstructed in the decay channel (1), for DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 . Figures 4b and 4c show
the M (D∗ p) distributions for the low-momentum and highmomentum proton selections, respectively. No narrow resonance is seen in either distribution.
Figure 5 shows the M (D∗ p) distributions, obtained with
∗
D meson candidates reconstructed in the decay channel
(2), for the full data sample (Fig. 5a) and for DIS with
Q2 > 1 GeV2 (Fig. 5b). Both distributions show no narrow
resonance. No resonance was also observed using the lowmomentum and high-momentum proton selections with D∗
meson candidates reconstructed in the decay channel (2)
(not shown).
The histograms in Figs. 3–5 show the M (D∗ p) distributions for like-sign combinations of D∗± and proton
candidates. The shapes of the mass distributions for the
unlike-sign and like-sign combinations are similar. The like-
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Fig. 4. The distribution of M (D∗ p) = ∆M ext + M (D∗+ )PDG
for charmed pentaquark candidates (dots) obtained in DIS
with Q2 > 1 GeV2 using a all proton candidates, b proton candidates with momentum below 1.35 GeV and dE/dx
above 1.3 mips, and c proton candidates with momentum
above 2 GeV. The extended mass diﬀerence is deﬁned as
∆M ext = M (Kππs p)−M (Kππs ) and M (D∗+ )PDG is the nominal D∗+ mass. The histograms show the M (D∗ p) distributions
for the like-sign combinations

sign distributions lie below the unlike-sign distributions at
low M (D∗ p) values, which is consistent with MC predictions.
6.1 Systematic checks
The selection cuts were varied to check that the pentaquark
signal was not lost due to some speciﬁc selection requirement or hidden by the combinatorial background. In particular, the following systematic checks were carried out:
– variations were made in the cuts on lp and on the number
of CTD hits used for the dE/dx measurement;
– the cut on lp was replaced by a requirement for proton
candidate tracks to lie within a wide dE/dx band [13];
– the high-momentum proton selection was repeated
without cuts on lp or on the number of CTD hits used
for the dE/dx measurement;
– to reduce the pion background in the proton candidate
sample, reﬂections from the decays of the excited D
mesons, D10 , D2∗0 →D∗± π ∓ , to the M (D∗± p∓ ) spectra
were removed by excluding all combinations with 2.38 <
M (D∗± π ∓ ) < 2.5 GeV;
– DIS events were selected with Q2 > 20 GeV2 , i.e. in the
range where the cleanest Θ+ signal was observed in the
previous ZEUS analysis [13]. Using this selection, the
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+ M(D )PDG (GeV)
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Fig. 5. The distribution of M (D∗ p) = ∆M ext + M (D∗+ )PDG
for charmed pentaquark candidates (dots) a in the full data
sample and b in DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 . The extended mass
diﬀerence is deﬁned as ∆M ext = M (Kππππs p) − M (Kππππs )
and M (D∗+ )PDG is the nominal D∗+ mass. The histograms
show the M (D∗ p) distributions for the like-sign combinations

numbers of reconstructed D∗ mesons were 2326 ± 67 in
channel (1) and 1799 ± 78 in channel (2);
– DIS events were selected using only the inclusive DIS
trigger. Using this selection, the numbers of reconstructed D∗ mesons were 3426 ± 82 in channel (1) and
2369 ± 86 in channel (2);
– tracks not assigned to the primary event vertex were
used together with the primary vertex tracks for D∗
reconstruction and proton candidate selection.
No signal was observed using any of these selection variations.
The analysis was also repeated for the D∗ decay channel
(1) using very similar selection criteria used in the analysis
of the H1 collaboration [29]. The minimum transverse momentum requirements applied to tracks forming D∗ combinations were set to the H1 values. The cut pT (D∗ )/ETθ>10 >
0.12 used in the ZEUS analysis was replaced by the cut
z(D∗ ) > 0.2, where z(D∗ ) = P · p(D∗ )/P · q and P , p(D∗ )
and q are the four-momenta of the incoming proton, the
D∗ meson and the exchanged photon. In the proton rest
frame, z(D∗ ) is the fraction of the photon energy carried
by the D∗± meson. The requirements on M (Kπ) and ∆M
were kept as in the nominal ZEUS analysis since they were
determined by the mass resolution of the ZEUS CTD.4
The DIS events were selected with Q2 > 1 GeV2 and
0.05 < y < 0.7, while the photoproduction events were
4

The check was also repeated with the H1 requirements on
M (Kπ) and ∆M .
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Fig. 6. The distribution of M (D∗ p) = ∆M ext + M (D∗+ )PDG
for charmed pentaquark candidates (dots) obtained using H1
selection criteria in a DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 and b photoproduction with Q2 < 1 GeV2 . The extended mass diﬀerence is deﬁned as ∆M ext = M (Kππs p) − M (Kππs ) and M (D∗+ )PDG is
the nominal D∗+ mass. The histograms show a two-component
model in which the wrong charge (Kπ)πs combinations are
used to describe the non-charm contribution and the inclusive D∗± Monte Carlo simulation (shaded area) describes the
contribution of real D∗± mesons

selected with Q2 < 1 GeV2 and 0.2 < y < 0.8. The D∗
candidates were required to have −1.5 < η(D∗ ) < 1.0 and
pT (D∗ ) > 1.5 GeV or pT (D∗ ) > 2.0 GeV in DIS or photoproduction selections, respectively. The numbers of reconstructed D∗ mesons found using these cuts were 5920 ± 90
and 11670±140 for the DIS and photoproduction selections,
respectively. To select proton candidates, the requirement
lp > 0.15 was replaced by the H1 requirements on the
normalised proton likelihood [29]. The range of the proton momentum 1.6 − 2.0 GeV was excluded in the case
of photoproduction.
Figure 6 shows the M (D∗ p) distributions separately
for the DIS and photoproduction events selected using
the H1 criteria. There is no indication of a narrow resonance in either distribution. Yields of combinations in
the ZEUS and H1 M (D∗ p) distributions for DIS are in approximate proportion to the corresponding numbers of D∗
mesons. The histograms in Fig. 6 show a two-component
model in which the wrong charge (Kπ)πs combinations,
normalised as described in Sect. 4, were used to describe
the non-charm contribution, and the inclusive D∗ MC simulation, normalised to the D∗ yield in the data, described
the contribution of real D∗ mesons. The model describes
the measured M (D∗ p) distributions well.
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Fig. 7. The distribution of M (D∗ p) for charmed pentaquark
candidates (dots) selected in a the full data sample using
D∗± → (Kπ)πs candidates, b the full data sample using
D∗± → (Kπππ)πs candidates, c DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 using
D∗± → (Kπ)πs candidates and d DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 using
D∗± → (Kπππ)πs candidates. The solid curves are ﬁts to the
background function outside the signal window 3.07−3.13 GeV.
The shaded histograms show the Monte Carlo Θc0 signals, normalised to 1% of the number of reconstructed D∗ mesons, and
shown on top of the ﬁt interpolations (dashed curves) in the
signal window

7 Evaluation of upper limits
Upper limits on the fraction of D∗ mesons originating
from the Θc0 decays were set in the signal window 3.07 <
M (D∗ p) < 3.13 GeV. This window covers the H1 measurement taking into account the uncertainties of the measured
Θc0 mass and width. The upper limits were calculated for
the full D∗ -meson samples obtained with D∗ reconstructed
in channels (1) and (2), see Figs. 7a and 7b. The calculations
were also separately repeated with the samples obtained
in DIS (see Figs. 7c and 7d) and photoproduction (not
shown). Each M (D∗ p) distribution was ﬁtted outside the
signal window to the functional form xa exp(−bx + cx2 ),
where x = ∆M ext − mp and mp is the proton mass. The
ﬁtted curves describe the M (D∗ p) distributions reasonably
well in the whole range shown in Fig. 7. The number of reconstructed Θc0 baryons was estimated by subtracting the
background function, integrated over the signal window,
from the observed number of candidates in the window.
This number was divided by the number of reconstructed
D∗ mesons, yielding the fraction of D∗ mesons originating
from the Θc0 decays, R(Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ ).
The numbers used for the upper-limit calculations and
the measured upper limits are summarised in Table 1. The
reported upper limits are the frequentist conﬁdence bounds
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Table 1. Numbers of the M (D∗ p) combinations in the signal
window, Nwindow ; ﬁt background estimations, Nbackgr ; numbers
of reconstructed D∗ mesons, N (D∗ ); 95% C.L. upper limits on
the uncorrected, R(Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ ), and corrected, Rcor (Θc0 →
D∗ p/D∗ ), fractions of D∗ mesons originating from Θc0 decays;
and 95% C.L. upper limits on the product of the fraction of
c quarks hadronising as a Θc0 baryon, f (c → Θc0 ), and the
branching ratio of the Θc0 decay to D∗ p, BΘc0 →D∗ p . The results
are shown for the full data sample, for DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2
and for photoproduction with Q2 < 1 GeV2
D∗ decay
channel

(Kπ)πs

(Kπππ)πs

Both
channels

Full data sample
Nwindow
1710
914
Nbackgr
1678 ± 23
919 ± 19
N (D∗ )
42680 ± 350 19900 ± 250
R(Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ )
< 0.29%
< 0.33%
Rcor (Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ )
< 0.47%
< 0.50%
0
f (c → Θc ) · BΘc0 →D∗ p
< 0.18%
< 0.33%

< 0.23%
< 0.37%
< 0.16%

DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2
Nwindow
252
220
Nbackgr
252.8 ± 9.2
219.8 ± 8.8
N (D∗ )
8680 ± 130
4830 ± 120
R(Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ )
< 0.41%
< 0.69%
Rcor (Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ )
< 0.59%
< 1.06%
f (c → Θc0 ) · BΘc0 →D∗ p
< 0.20%
< 0.56%

< 0.35%
< 0.51%
< 0.19%

Photoproduction with Q2 < 1 GeV2
Nwindow
1458
695
Nbackgr
1422 ± 21
694 ± 15
N (D∗ )
34000 ± 330 15070 ± 220
R(Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ )
< 0.36%
< 0.40%
Rcor (Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ )
< 0.60%
< 0.60%
0
f (c → Θc ) · BΘc0 →D∗ p
< 0.23%
< 0.43%

< 0.29%
< 0.47%
< 0.21%
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D∗ mesons reconstructed in both decay channels. Assuming Gaussian statistics, such a signal together with the
expected number of background events could produce the
observed number of events in the signal window only in
cases of statistical ﬂuctuations larger than 9 σ. A production rate corresponding to 1% of D∗ ’s of the present analysis
in the DIS (Q2 > 1 GeV2 ) sample only is excluded at 5 σ.
In Fig. 7, the MC Θc0 signals normalised to 1% of the numbers of reconstructed D∗ mesons are shown on top of the
ﬁtted backgrounds.
To correct the fraction of D∗ mesons originating from
the Θc0 decays for detector eﬀects, the relative acceptance
was calculated from the acceptances deﬁned in Sects. 4
and 5 as:
0

A(Θc0 → D∗ p)
AΘc (D∗ )
= inc ∗ · A(p) · A(lp > 0.15).
inc
∗
A (D )
A (D )

calculated assuming a Gaussian probability function in the
uniﬁed approach [60]. The results are shown separately for
the full data sample, for DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 and for
photoproduction with Q2 < 1 GeV2 .
The 95% C.L. upper limits on R(Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ ) were
found to be 0.29% and 0.33% for the full D∗ -meson samples obtained with D∗ reconstructed in channels (1) and
(2), respectively. To average the R(Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ ) values
obtained with D∗ reconstructed in the two decay channels, a standard weighted least-square procedure [58] was
used. The combined upper limit from both decay channels is 0.23%. The combined upper limit for DIS with
Q2 > 1 GeV2 is 0.35%.
The H1 Collaboration reported a Θc0 baryon contributing roughly 1% of the D∗ production rate, in the kinematic
region studied in that analysis, in DIS with Q2 > 1 GeV2 ,
and a clear signal of compatible mass and width in a photoproduction sample (Q2 < 1 GeV2 ) [29]. If the Θc0 baryon
contributed 1% of the number of D∗ mesons in the kinematic region studied in this analysis, a signal of 626 Θc0
baryons would be expected using the full samples of the

The systematic uncertainty of the background ﬁt procedure was estimated by varying the range used in the ﬁt. To
estimate the systematic uncertainty in the MC correction
factors, the pT (Θc0 ) and η(Θc0 ) spectra of the Θc0 MC were
varied. Both systematic uncertainties and the statistical
uncertainties of the data, MC and A(lp > 0.15) were added
in quadrature to determine the total uncertainty used for
the upper-limit calculation. The 95% C.L. upper limits on
the corrected fraction of D∗ mesons originating from Θc0
decays, Rcor (Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ ), were found to be 0.47% and
0.50% for the full D∗ -meson samples obtained with D∗
reconstructed in channels (1) and (2), respectively. The
combined upper limit from both decay channels is 0.37%.
The eﬀect of correlated systematic uncertainties was negligible in the combined upper limit calculation.
The product of the fraction of c quarks hadronising as
a Θc0 baryon, f (c → Θc0 ), and the branching ratio of the
Θc0 decay to D∗ p, BΘc0 →D∗ p , can be calculated as:
f (c → Θc0 ) · BΘc0 →D∗ p =

N (Θc0 → D∗ p)
· f (c → D∗+ ),
N (D∗ )

where f (c → D∗+ ) is the known rate of c quarks hadronising
as D∗+ mesons [61] and the ratio of the numbers of the
N (Θc0 →D ∗ p)
Θc0 and D∗ hadrons,
, is calculated in the full
N (D ∗ )
phase space. An extrapolation of the fractions measured
in the restricted pT (D∗ ) and η(D∗ ) kinematic ranges to
the full phase space would require precise modelling of the
pT (Θc0 ) and η(Θc0 ) spectra. Such modelling is currently
not available. To estimate the upper limit on f (c → Θc0 ) ·
BΘc0 →D∗ p , the corrected fractions of D∗ mesons originating
from the Θc0 decays were converted to the ratios of numbers
of the Θc0 and D∗ hadrons in their respective kinematic
ranges used for the D∗ meson selection:
N (Θc0 → D∗ p; pT (Θc0 ) > 1.35, 2.8 GeV; |η(Θc0 )| < 1.6)
N (D∗ ; pT (D∗ ) > 1.35, 2.8 GeV; |η(D∗ )| < 1.6)
= Rcor (Θc0 → D∗ p/D∗ ) · f conv ,
f conv
=

N (Θc0 → D∗ p; pT (Θc0 ) > 1.35, 2.8 GeV; |η(Θc0 )| < 1.6)
.
N (Θc0 → D∗ p; pT (D∗ ) > 1.35, 2.8 GeV; |η(D∗ )| < 1.6)
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The conversion factors, f conv , obtained with the Θc0 MC,
were 1.6 and 2.8 for pT > 1.35 GeV and pT > 2.8 GeV,
respectively. Using these conversion factors, the 95% C.L.
upper limits on f (c → Θc0 )·BΘc0 →D∗ p , were estimated to be
0.18% and 0.33% for the full D∗ -meson samples obtained
with D∗ reconstructed in channels (1) and (2), respectively.
The combined upper limit from both decay channels is
0.16%. The eﬀect of correlated systematic uncertainties
was negligible in the combined upper limit calculation.

8 Summary
A resonance search has been made in the D∗± p∓ invariantmass spectrum with the ZEUS detector at HERA using
an integrated luminosity of 126 pb−1 . The decay channels D∗+ → D0 πs+ → (K − π + )πs+ and D∗+ → D0 πs+ →
(K − π + π + π − )πs+ (and the corresponding antiparticle decays) were used to identify D∗± mesons. No resonance
structure was observed in the M (D∗± p∓ ) spectrum from
more than 60 000 reconstructed D∗± mesons. The upper
limit on the fraction of D∗ mesons originating from Θc0
decays is 0.23% (95% C.L.). The upper limit for DIS with
Q2 > 1 GeV2 is 0.35% (95% C.L.). Thus, the ZEUS data
are not compatible with the H1 report of Θc0 baryon production in DIS and photoproduction, with a rate, in DIS,
of roughly 1% of the D∗ production rate.
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